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Page 1Christmas Stocking 
Fabric requirements (per stocking):
3/4 yard of main fabric
3/4 yard of lining fabric
1/3 yard of fusible fleece
*this will make one stocking with some excess fabric.

Cutting Instructions 

1. Cut 2 stocking pieces from your main fabric
2. Cut 2 stocking pieces from your lining fabric. Lining

fabric will be exposed for the top contrast detail of
the stocking. Directional fabrics MUST be cut with
the stocking upside down so the direction of the
fabric goes from the toe to the top of the stocking.

3. Cut 2 stocking pieces from fusible fleece interfacing.

The arrow 
represents the 
fabric print 
direction.

Sewing Instructions:

Seam allowance is 1⁄4" (.64cm)"

1. Sew main fabric pieces right sides together around all 
sides except for the top of the stocking.

2. Clip and notch all curved areas. Press
3. Fold binding in half and pin to the right side of one of 

the lining pieces on the long heel side of the stocking 
about 4” from the top edge.

4. Sew lining fabric pieces right sides together around all 
sides except for the top of the stocking leaving a 5” 
opening on one side, ensuring to catch the binding as 
you sew. Press.

5. Turn lining piece right sides out and place inside the 
main piece so that right sides of the fabric are together, 
matching side seams and raw edges.

6. Sew around the top of the stocking.
7. Turn lining to inside of the stocking and press.
8. Turn down the top edge of the stocking about 4” until 

the hanger is exposed and cuff is formed. Press.

Preparation:
1. Apply fusible fleece to the wrong side of main

fabric pieces
2. Make 6” of bias binding or cut 6” of rope or

trimming for the hanger
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